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Rosen’s characterization theorem
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Rosen’s characterization theorem



What about Modal logic on finite models?

Theorem (Rosen)
Given a finite similarity type τ and a finite set of P. A first-order
formula α(x) is invariant under bisimilarity on finite models iff
α(x) is equivalent to a modal formula on finite models.

Van Benthem’s theorem does not imply the above theorem (inv
under ↔ on finite models does not imply inv. under ↔)!

Theorem (Again, a weaker one, given finite τ and P)
A first-order formula α(x) is invariant under ↔k on finite
models iff α(x) is equivalent to an MLk formula on finite models.

Proof.
Hint: Every ≡k equivalence class is modally definable.
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Finite models

We need to show that:
Lemma
A first-order formula α(x) is invariant under ↔ over finite
models iff α(x) is invariant under ↔l for some l over finite
models.

⇐ is trivial. To prove the⇒ direction, we take the following
detour strategy (we need to find the right l):
1.α(x)

?

��

M,w ↔l N , v 4.α(x)

2.α(x) Unr(M,w)|l, ⟨w⟩ ↔l=↔ Unr(N , v)|l, ⟨v⟩ 3.α(x)

?

OO

l-depth trees

OO
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Locality

To complete the proof, we need to show:

Lemma (l-locality)
A first-order formula α(x) is invariant under ↔ over finite
models implies that for some l ∈ N, for anyM,w:
M ⊩ α(x)[w] ⇐⇒ Unr(M,w)|l ⊩ α(x)[⟨w⟩] .

We already know that modal formulas are “local” in the sense
that the truth value of a modal formula φ on a pointed model
M,w is fully determined by some bounded “reachable” part of
M,w (e.g., a submodel of the full unravelling ofM,w with the
first l levels only, where l is the modality depth of φ). We need to
show the fragment of first-order logic invariant under
bisimulation also has such a property of locality.
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Quantifier rank

The quantifier rank qr(α) of a FOL-formula α is the maximum
number of nested quantifiers in α:

• qr(P(x)) = qr(x = y) = 0
• qr(¬α) = qr(α)
• qr(α ∧ β) = max(qr(α),qr(β))
• qr(∀xα) = qr(α) + 1

Example
qr(∀y(xRy→ ∃x(yRx ∧ P(x))) = 2

Let mqr(α(x)) = Min{qr(α′(x)) | α′(x) is equivalent to α(x)} and
mmd(φ) = Min{md(φ′) | φ′ is equivalent to φ}. Q: is
mqr(α(x)) = mmd(φ) if α(x) and φ are equivalent?
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Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé games (EF-games)

• The playground: two pointed modelsM,w and N , v
• Spoiler and Defender move in turns to match the points
• Defender wins the n−round game if the play induces a
partial isomorphism (isomorphism between the “played
points”) between the two models.

Theorem (Ehrenfeucht, 1961, simplified version)
The following two are the same:

• Defender has a winning strategy in the m-round EF-game
Gm(M,w,N , v)

• M,w and N , v satisfy the same FOL formulas (with one free
variable) of quantifier rank ≤ m.
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Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé games (EF-games)

Example
w // • // • // • // •

v // • // • // •

From the configuration (w, v), Spoiler needs 2 rounds to win the
above game while in the corresponding bisimulation game he
needs 4 rounds. (What about a 6-point one instead of the
4-point one?)
Can you express 3333⊤ by a FOL formula α(x) such that
qr(α(x)) = 3? In general, you can express 32n⊤ by an equivalent
FOL formula with quantifier rank n+ 1 (exercise). Therefore, fixing
a point, any point which is as far as 2n away is still relevant for a
n+ 1 round EF-game.
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Proof strategy

We need to show that given α(x), there is an l for allM,w:

M ⊩ α(x)[w] ⇐⇒ Unr(M,w)|l ⊩ α(x)[⟨w⟩] for some l

α(x)
KS

��

M,w
↔

Unr(M,w)|l, ⟨w⟩
↔

α(x)
KS

��
α(x) M∗,w∗ ? ≡FOLq N ∗, v∗ α(x)
where:
q = qr(α(x)) and l = 2q − 1. Why do we pick this l?

S = 2q−1 + 2q−2 + · · ·+ 20, 2S = 2q + 2q−1 + · · ·+ 21 = 2q + S− 1

S =?
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Proof strategy

We need to construct finiteM∗,w∗ and N ∗, v∗ such that
M∗,w∗ ≡FOLq N ∗, v∗,M∗,w∗ ↔ M,w, N ∗, v∗ ↔ Unr(M,w)|l, ⟨w⟩.
Let PUnrl(M,w) be the partial unravelling ofM,w w.r.t. l, i.e.,
PUnrl(M,w) is obtained from Unr(M,w)|l by replacing each leaf
node < w . . .w′ > with a copy ofM,w′ (unravelled one more
step to avoid reflexive points). Intuitively, PUnr(M,w)|l only
unravelsM,w up to level l and leave the “further” parts
untouched. Since O is finite, we can show that ifM is finite then
there are only finitely many leaves in Unr(M,w)|l. Therefore if
M is finite then PUnrl(M,w) is finite too (recall that we need to
construct finite models to prove Rosen’s theorem, otherwise the
“ultra operations” suffice).
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Proof strategy

LetM∗ be the disjoint union of {q isomorphic copies of
Unr(M,w)|l and another q+ 1 isomorphic copies of
PUnrl(M,w)}, and w∗ is the root of one of those PUnrl(M,w).
On the other hand, N ∗ is the disjoint union of {q isomorphic
copies of PUnrl(M,w) and q+ 1 isomorphic copies of
Unr(M,w)|l}, and v∗ is the root of one of those Unr(M,w)|l
Clearly,M∗,w∗ ↔ M,w, and N ∗, v∗ ↔ Unr(M,w)|l, ⟨w⟩.
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Proof strategy

Intuitively,M∗,w∗ and N ∗, v∗ are “forests” pictured as follows (q
and q+ 1 denote the number of copies):

M∗ ≡FOLq N ∗

w∗
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To show thatM∗,w∗ ≡FOLq N ∗, v∗, we need a winning strategy for
Defender in the q-round EF game Gq(M∗,w∗,N ∗, v∗).
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Proof strategy (cf. Otto’s paper)

[A winning strategy] In Round m, if Spoiler selects a world in a
tree T in one model which is within the distance of 2q−m to any
previously selected world in T, then Defender should come up
with a corresponding world in a tree of the other model with
respect to the corresponding previously selected worlds in this
tree. If Spoiler selects a world in a tree T in one model which is
“far away” (distance > 2q−m) from any other previously selected
worlds in T, then Defender just selects a corresponding world in
a “new” tree which is isomorphic to T in another model (there
are enough new trees). Q: what if Spoiler selects a point in the
non-tree part of a copy of PUnrl(M,w)?
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Proof strategy

Why it works? First note that Defender can always find a
matching point no matter how Spoiler plays.

We want to show that after the last play by Defender, the
selection of the points form a partial isomorphism. Note that the
initial selection (w∗, v∗) form a partial isomorphism. We can
show that after the completion of the mth round, the selection of
the points so far form a partial isomorphism which can be
extended to the points within a bigger distance of the selected
ones. Thus according to the strategy of the Defender, after the
next round the selection is still a partial isomorphism.

Technically, it is easier to define a collection of partial
isomorphisms which satisfy the back-and-forth conditions.
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Rosen’s theorem

Lemma
A first-order formula α(x) is invariant under ↔ over finite
models iff α(x) is invariant under ↔k for some k over finite
models.

Theorem
A first-order formula α(x) is invariant under ↔k on finite
models iff α(x) is equivalent to a MLk formula on finite models.

Theorem (Rosen, we can leave out the finite P and O)
A first-order formula α(x) is invariant under bisimulation (on
finite models) iff α(x) is equivalent to a modal formula (on finite
models).

If we relax the constraint on finite models the proof still works
thus it can be viewed as a proof to the original vB theorem. 15
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